Abstract. We study the ideals of the partition, Brauer, and Jones monoids, establishing various combinatorial results on generating sets and idempotent generating sets via an analysis of their Graham-Houghton graphs. We show that each proper ideal of the partition monoid Pn is an idempotent generated semigroup, and obtain a formula for the minimal number of elements (and the minimal number of idempotent elements) needed to generate these semigroups. In particular, we show that these two numbers, which are called the rank and idempotent rank (respectively) of the semigroup, are equal to each other, and we characterize the generating sets of this minimal cardinality. We also characterize and enumerate the minimal idempotent generating sets for the largest proper ideal of Pn, which coincides with the singular part of Pn. Analogous results are proved for the ideals of the Brauer and Jones monoids; in each case, the rank and idempotent rank turn out to be equal, and all the minimal generating sets are described. We also show how the rank and idempotent rank results obtained, when applied to the corresponding twisted semigroup algebras (the partition, Brauer, and Temperley-Lieb algebras), allow one to recover formulas for the dimensions of their cell modules (viewed as cellular algebras) which, in the semisimple case, are formulas for the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the algebras. As well as being of algebraic interest, our results relate to several well-studied topics in graph theory including the problem of counting perfect matchings (which relates to the problem of computing permanents of {0, 1}-matrices and the theory of Pfaffian orientations), and the problem of finding factorizations of Johnson graphs. Our results also bring together several well-known number sequences such as Stirling, Bell, Catalan and Fibonacci numbers.
Introduction
There has been a lot of interest recently in algebras with a basis consisting of diagrams that are multiplied in some natural diagrammatic way. Examples of such "diagram algebras" include the Brauer algebra [7] , Temperley-Lieb algebra [46] , and the Jones algebra [73] . All of these examples arise in a natural way as subalgebras of the partition algebra [83] , whose basis consists of all set-partitions of a 2n-element set (see below for a formal definition). The partition algebra first appeared independently in the work of Martin [82, 83] and Jones [72] . In both cases, their motivation for studying this algebra was as a generalization of the Temperley-Lieb algebra and the Potts model in statistical mechanics. Since its introduction, the partition algebra has received a great deal of attention in the literature; see for example [35, 55, 57, 59-63, 65, 74, 84, 86-88, 109, 111] .
All of the diagram algebras mentioned above are examples of cellular algebras, an important class of algebras introduced by Graham and Lehrer in [47] . The fact that these algebras are cellular allows one to obtain information about the semisimplicity of the algebra and about its representation theory, even in the non-semisimple case. In the partition, Brauer, and Temperley-Lieb algebras, the product of two diagram basis elements is always a scalar multiple of another basis element. Using this observation as a starting point, Wilcox [109] , showed that these algebras are isomorphic to certain twisted semigroup algebras. By realizing the algebras in this way, many questions concerning the algebras can be related to questions for the corresponding semigroups. For instance, cellularity of the algebra can be deduced from various aspects of the structure of the monoid. The original study of cellular semigroup algebras may be found in [22] ; see also [56, 57, 90, 91] for some recent developments. Another example of how the study of these semigroups can give information about the associated algebras may be found in work of the first author [26] , who gives presentations for the partition monoid and shows how these presentations give rise to presentations for the partition algebra; see also [27] . A further example is given in the paper [17] where idempotents in the partition, Brauer and partial Brauer monoids are described and enumerated, and then the results are applied to determine the number of idempotent basis elements in the finite dimensional partition, Brauer and partial Brauer algebras.
The corresponding semigroups-the partition, Brauer, and Jones monoids, and other related semigroups-have been studied, for instance, in [2-5, 17, 26, 27, 31, 34, 38, 75, 77, 81, 85,92,93] . Recently, the first author [27] considered the subsemigroup generated by the set of idempotents in the partition monoid P n , showing in particular that every non-invertible element is expressible as a product of idempotents (we shall see in Theorem 7.5 below that this result holds more generally for any proper two-sided ideal of the partition monoid); presentations were also obtained in [27] , and the infinite case was considered in [34] ; see also [30] . So the singular part of P n is an idempotent generated semigroup, and this is a property that P n has in common with several other naturally arising monoids. For instance, every non-invertible matrix from the full linear monoid M n (Q) of n × n matrices over an arbitrary division ring Q is expressible as a product of idempotent matrices [36, 76] , and the same result is true for the full transformation semigroup of all maps from a finite set to itself [67] . Presentations for certain idempotent generated semigroups may be found in [24, 25, [27] [28] [29] 81] . More recently, in a significant extension of Erdos's result from [36] , Putcha [98] gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a reductive linear algebraic monoid to have the property that every non-unit is a product of idempotents. Another reason idempotent generated semigroups have received considerable attention in the literature is that they possess a universal property: every semigroup embeds into an idempotent generated semigroup [67] (indeed, in an idempotent generated regular * -semigroup [34] ), and if the semigroup is (finite) countable it can be embedded in a (finite) semigroup generated by 3 idempotents [9] .
The Graham-Houghton graph of a semigroup is a bipartite graph with one part indexed by the R-classes of the semigroup, the other part indexed by the L -classes, and edges corresponding precisely to those H -classes that contain idempotents (see Section 3 for the definition of Green's relations). Graham introduced these graphs in [48] to study the idempotent generated subsemigroup of a 0-simple semigroup. Graham's results were later rediscovered by Houghton who gave them a topological interpretation [66] . In the case that the semigroup is idempotent generated, the connected components of this graph are in natural bijective correspondence with the D-classes of the semigroup. Graham's results show that these graphs are important tools for studying idempotent generated semigroups. More background on these graphs and their applications in semigroup theory may be found in [99, Section 4.13] . In this paper, our main interest is in the GrahamHoughton graphs of the partition, Brauer and Jones monoids. We shall use the information we obtain about these graphs to prove results about generating sets, idempotents, and subsemigroups generated by certain sets of idempotents, in these monoids. We obtain descriptions of some of the connected components of the Graham-Houghton graphs, but a complete description of these graphs for these monoids remains an open problem. In addition to being a fundamental tool for studying products of idempotents, there are several other reasons that motivate the problem of obtaining a better understanding of these graphs.
Firstly, Graham-Houghton graphs are important in the study of free idempotent generated semigroups. There has been a recent resurgence of interest in the the study of these semigroups [8, 19-21, 52, 53, 95] , with a particular focus on describing their maximal subgroups. The theory developed in [8] shows that maximal subgroups of free idempotent generated semigroups are precisely the fundamental groups of Graham-Houghton complexes. The Graham-Houghton complex of an idempotent generated semigroup is a 2-complex, whose 1-skeleton is the Graham-Houghton graph of the semigroup, and which has 2-cells glued in for each singular square of idempotents (in the sense of Nambooripad [95] ). Thus a necessary first step in determining these maximal subgroups is to obtain a description of the underlying Graham-Houghton graph. This has been done with success, and maximal subgroups have been computed, for certain fundamental examples such as the full transformation monoid [52] and the full linear monoid [19] . In contrast, currently nothing is known about the maximal subgroups of free idempotent generated semigroups arising from the partition, Brauer or Jones monoids. As noted above, a necessary first step to making progress on these problems is to describe the Graham-Houghton graphs, and we hope the descriptions we obtain here of the Graham-Houghton graphs of some of the D-classes of these semigroups will help with this research program.
Further motivation for describing these Graham-Houghton graphs comes from the study of the diagram algebras associated with these semigroups. The elements C λ s,t of the cellular bases of the diagram algebras studied in [109] are all sums over elements from certain H -classes in a corresponding diagram semigroup. A key step in understanding the representation theory of these cellular algebras is to investigate the bilinear form φ λ : W (λ) × W (λ) → R, φ λ (C s , C t ) = φ(s, t), which is defined by considering products of the form C λ s 1 ,t 1 C λ s 2 ,t 2 ; see Section 10 below for full details. In order to describe this bilinear form in a twisted semigroup algebra (e.g., in the partition, Brauer or Temperly-Lieb algebra) it is necessary to know when such a product "moves down" in the algebra, and in particular whether this sum moves down in the J-order of the semigroup. This is determined precisely by the location of the idempotents in the D-class of the elements arising in the sums defining C λ s 1 ,t 1 and C λ s 2 ,t 2 . The Graham-Houghton graphs of these D-classes record exactly this information.
In this paper we shall primarily be concerned with using Graham-Houghton graphs as a tool to study generating sets, idempotents, and subsemigroups generated by certain sets of idempotents, in the partition monoid and some of its key submonoids. Idempotent generated semigroups have been investigated using this approach in, for example [54, 68, 70, 78, 79] . There are numerous results in the literature concerning the problem of finding small generating sets (and generating sets of idempotents) for certain naturally arising semigroups; most often semigroups of transformations, matrix semigroups, and more generally semigroups of endomorphisms of various combinatorial or algebraic structures. One of the earliest results of this kind may be found in the work of Howie [68] , where minimal idempotent generating sets of Sing n , the singular part of the full transformation semigroup, were classified (by associating a tournament in a natural way with certain sets of idempotents); in subsequent work with McFadden [70] , the ranks and idempotent ranks of arbitrary ideals of the full transformation monoid were calculated. Since then, many more results of this flavour have appeared in the literature [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 18, [39] [40] [41] 43, 44, 49, 50, 78, 79] . Motivated in part by this work, for each of the proper ideals of the subsemigroups of the partition monoid we consider, we shall prove that the ideal is idempotent generated, and then investigate its generating sets, and idempotent generating sets. We are interested in describing small generating sets (and idempotent generating sets) for these ideals. We shall establish formulas for the smallest number of elements needed to generate the ideal (called the rank ) and also the smallest number of idempotents required to generate the ideal (the idempotent rank ). In all cases we will show that these two numbers coincide. This fact, together with some general results given in Section 4, can then be used to completely describe all the minimal generating sets for these ideals. We then go on to use Graham-Houghton graphs (and certain quotients of them) to study the idempotent generating sets in more detail. Specifically we investigate the problem of whether we can count all the minimal cardinality idempotent generating sets. We shall see that this problem is equivalent to counting the number of perfect matchings in the corresponding GrahamHoughton graph. Counting perfect matchings in bipartite graphs is a well-studied problem in combinatorics, and relates to the problem of computing permanents of {0, 1}-matrices and the theory of Pfaffian orientations; see [101] . We note that throughout the paper by a minimal (idempotent) generating set we will always mean a generating set (idempotent generating set) of minimal possible cardinality, as opposed to simply a generating set that is minimal with respect to set-theoretic inclusion (these two notions of minimality do not always coincide; see Example 7.15).
As indicated above, an underlying philosophy behind studies of diagram monoids is that discoveries regarding the combinatorics of these semigroups can often be translated into corresponding statements about the associated twisted semigroup algebras: the partition, Brauer and Temperley-Lieb algebras. This is indeed the case here, and in Section 10 we shall explain how the rank and idempotent rank results we obtain in this paper, when applied to the corresponding twisted semigroup algebras, give rise to formulas for the dimensions of the cell modules of these algebras (viewed as cellular algebras) which, in the semisimple case, are formulas for the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the algebras. For example, in Proposition 10.4 we give a formula that relates ranks of ideals of the partition monoid, dimensions of irreducible representations of partition algebras, and dimensions of irreducible representations of symmetric group algebras. Similar observations are also made for both the Brauer and Temperley-Lieb algebras (see Propositions 10.5 and 10.6).
Including this introduction, the article comprises ten sections and is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present some results of Howie about idempotent generators in the full transformation monoid T n . We also take the opportunity to correct a mistake in the formula given by Howie for the number of distinct minimal idempotent generating sets for the singular part of T n . In Section 3, we present some general theory showing how (idempotent) generating sets for finite semigroups can be related to (idempotent) generating sets of their principal factors. In Section 4, we give some background on the theory of Graham-Houghton graphs, and how they can be used to investigate (idempotent) generating sets. In Section 5, we develop the theory introduced in earlier sections, tailoring it to the study of regular * -semigroups. This is a class of regular semigroups that includes the partition monoid and all of the submonoids of the partition monoid considered in this article. In Section 6, we relate the ideas of Sections 4 and 5, showing how certain graphs defined in Section 5 are isomorphic to natural quotient graphs of the Graham-Houghton graphs discussed in Section 4. Specifically, we present a result that gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of idempotents to generate a given regular * -semigroup, given in terms of an associated two-coloured directed graph. In Section 7, we turn our attention to the partition monoid P n . We prove that the proper two-sided ideals of P n are idempotent generated, and we give a formula for the rank and idempotent rank, showing that these are equal. We completely characterize the minimal generating sets, and minimal idempotent generating sets, and for the singular part of P n we also enumerate the minimal idempotent generating sets. We also apply the results of Section 6 to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of idempotents to generate the singular part of P n . The Brauer monoid is the subject of Section 8, where, as we did for the partition monoid, we consider its proper two sided ideals, showing they are idempotent generated, computing the idempotent rank, showing that it is equal to the rank, and characterizing the minimal generating sets. We also establish a bijection between the minimal idempotent generating sets of its singular part with certain factorizations of particular Johnson graphs. In Section 9, we consider the Jones monoid, where we establish analogous results for (idempotent) generating sets of its two-sided ideals, and also show that the number of distinct minimal idempotent generating sets is given by the nth Fibonacci number. Finally, in Section 10 we explain the connection between ranks (and idempotent ranks) of ideals of partition, Brauer and Jones monoids, and dimensions of cell modules (and irreducible representations of) the corresponding partition, Brauer, and Temperley-Lieb algebras.
Idempotent generators in the full transformation monoid
In this section, we summarize some results of Howie and his collaborators [43, 67, 68, 70] on idempotent generators in the full transformation monoid. We do this in part because it will give a flavour of the kind of results we aim to obtain later on for ideals of the partition monoid and related monoids. We have also included this material so that we can correct a mistake in a formula given by Howie in [68] . Denote by T n and S n the full transformation semigroup and symmetric group on the set [n] = {1, . . . , n}, respectively.
As mentioned in the introduction, the study of idempotent generated semigroups dates back to the paper [67] , where Howie shows that the semigroup Sing n = T n \ S n is idempotent generated. In particular, he shows that Sing n is generated by the set of idempotents with image size n − 1. In a later paper [68] , he went on to study generating sets of idempotents in Sing n in more detail, giving a combinatorial characterization of the minimal idempotent generating sets of the semigroup, and counting the number of such idempotent generating sets. In a subsequent work with McFadden [70] , the ranks and idempotent ranks of the proper ideals of T n were obtained. See [45] for a historical overview of Howie's work, including this particular research program.
In more detail, let S = Sing n = T n \ S n . Set
where E(S) denotes the set of idempotents in the semigroup S. In [67] , it is shown that Sing n = F . Each β ∈ F has the property that iβ = i for all i ∈ im β (since β 2 = β) and since | im β| = n − 1 there is exactly one i ∈ [n] such that iβ = j where j = i. In this case, we denote β by i j , meaning β maps i to j and fixes every other point. Defining relations were given for Sing n with respect to the generating set F in [28] ; see also [23-25, 27, 29, 32, 81] for presentations of other singular semigroups.
Let X ⊆ F . Define a digraph Γ(X) with vertex set [n] and an arc j → i if and only if i j ∈ X. With this notation, in [68] the following result is obtained.
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a set of idempotents from F in T n , where n ≥ 3. Then X is a minimal (idempotent) generating set for Sing n if and only if Γ(X) is a strongly connected tournament.
In particular, counting the number of arcs in a strongly connected tournament, one sees that rank(Sing n ) = idrank(Sing n ) = n 2 = n(n − 1) 2 .
It follows from the correspondence given by Theorem 2.1 that the number of minimal idempotent generating sets for Sing n is precisely the number of strongly connected labeled tournaments on n vertices. The formula for this number stated in the paper [68] is actually incorrect. The correct formula may be found in a paper of Wright [110] ; it may also be found as number sequence A054946 on [1] . Let w n denote the number of strongly connected labeled tournaments on n vertices. Then w n is given by the recurrence
where
The first few terms in this sequence are displayed in Table 1 . So, via the correspondence established by Theorem 2.1, for n ≥ 3, w n is the number of distinct minimal idempotent generating sets for Sing n . Arbitrary minimal generating sets of Sing n were characterized in [6] . Arbitrary idempotent generating sets of Sing n were classified and enumerated in [14] . n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 w n 1 0 2 24 544 22320 1677488 236522496 64026088576 33832910196480 Table 1 . The sequence w n . For n ≥ 3, w n is equal to the number of minimal idempotent generating sets for Sing n = T n \ S n .
In subsequent work, Howie and McFadden [70] investigated the ideals of T n . These are the sets I r (T n ) = {α ∈ T n : | im α| ≤ r}, 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Typically, the ideal I r (T n ) is denoted K(n, r), but we use the current notation for consistency with later usage. Theorem 2.2. For 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, the ideal I r (T n ) is idempotent generated, and
where S(n, r) denotes the Stirling number of the second kind.
These (idempotent) ranks are given in Table 2 .
n \ r 1 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10  1  1  2  1 1  3  1 3  1  4  1 7  6  1  5  1 15  25  10  1  6  1 31  90  65  15  1  7  1 63 301  350  140  21  1  8  1 127 966 1701 1050  266  28  1  9  1 255 3025 7770 6951 2646 462 36 1  10  1 511 9330 34105 42525 22827 5880 750 45 1  Table 2 . The Stirling numbers of the second kind, S(n, r). For 2 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, S(n, r) is equal to idrank(I r (T n )) = rank(I r (T n )).
Small generating sets: ideals and principal factors
We begin this section with some general observations about generating sets of semigroups that will explain why, in many situations, the problem of finding small generating sets for a given semigroup S reduces to the problem of finding small generating sets for a certain principal factor of S.
Let S be a semigroup, let S 1 denote S with an identity element adjoined (if necessary), and let u, v ∈ S. Recall that Green's relations R, L , J, H and D are equivalence relations on S that reflect the ideal structure of the semigroup S and are defined by
All of the semigroups we consider in this paper will be finite, and in finite semigroups the relations J and D coincide. The J relation gives rise to a natural preorder on S given by
This preorder induces in a natural way a partial order on the set S/J ofJ-classes of S. By a maximal J-class of a semigroup S we mean a J-class that is maximal in this partially ordered set ofJ-classes of S. An element s ∈ S is called (von Neumann) regular if s ∈ sSs.
If every element of S is regular we say that S is a regular semigroup. All the semigroups considered in this paper will be regular.
Recall that the principal factors of a semigroup S are the basic building blocks of the semigroup, and are obtained by taking a J-class J and forming a semigroup J * = J ∪ {0}, where 0 is a symbol that does not belong to J, with multiplication given by Lemma 3.1. Let S be a finite semigroup and let I be an ideal of S. Moreover, suppose that S is generated by U = S \ I. Let A be a generating set of minimal cardinality for S. Then A ⊆ U and rank(S) = rank(S/I). Furthermore, S is idempotent generated if and only if S/I is idempotent generated, in which case idrank(S) = idrank(S/I).
A special case of the above situation is when U is a maximal J-class of S.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a semigroup with a maximal J-class J such that
Furthermore, S is idempotent generated if and only if J * is idempotent generated, in which case idrank(S) = idrank(J * ).
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of the preceding lemma since S \J is an ideal of S, and the quotient S/(S \ J) is isomorphic to the principal factor J * .
Remark 3.3. Throughout this article, when we consider semigroups with a zero element (e.g., completely 0-simple semigroups) we will use X to denote all the elements that can be written as products of elements of X, together with the zero element if it is not already generated. In almost all cases where we apply results for completely 0-simple semigroups to principal factors of semigroups, including the partition monoid and related semigroups, this convention will not make any difference since all the completely 0-simple semigroups that arise will have the property that the zero element is generated by the other elements of the semigroup; the only exception is in the bottom ideal (which consists of a single J-class). With this convention, we need not require that S = J in the statement of Lemma 3.2.
Principal factors naturally come into play when analyzing idempotent generated semigroups, in part because of the following classical result of FitzGerald [37] .
Theorem 3.4. Let S be a semigroup and let e 1 , . . . , e m ∈ E(S). If e 1 · · · e m is regular, then there is a sequence of (not necessarily distinct) idempotents f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ E(S) such that f i Je 1 · · · e m for all i and
The next result quickly follows.
Corollary 3.5. Let S be a finite regular idempotent generated semigroup. Then for every J-class J of S, the principal factor J * is an idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup.
Example 3.6 (Full transformation monoid). As before, let T n denote the full transformation monoid on n points. The proper two-sided ideals of T n are the sets
(The rank, rank(α), of a transformation α ∈ T n is equal to | im(α)|.) Let
Then it follows from [39, Lemma 2.2] that I r is an idempotent generated semigroup with a unique maximal J-class J r , and I r = J r . It follows that J * r is idempotent generated, with rank(I r ) = rank(J * r ) and idrank(I r ) = idrank(J * r ), where, since T n is regular, J * r is a completely 0-simple semigroup. Example 3.7 (Full linear monoid). Let M n (F ) denote the full linear monoid of all n × n matrices over a finite field F . The proper two-sided ideals of M n (F ) are the sets
(The rank, rank(A), of a matrix A ∈ M n (F ) is equal to the dimension of its row or column space.) Let J r = J r (M n (F )) = {A ∈ M n (F ) : rank(A) = r}. Then it also follows from [39, Lemma 2.2] that I r is an idempotent generated semigroup with a unique maximal J-class J r and I r = J r . It follows that J * r is idempotent generated, with rank(I r ) = rank(J * r ) and idrank(I r ) = idrank(J * r ), where, since M n (F ) is regular, J * r is a completely 0-simple semigroup. Remark 3.8. The two examples above admit a common generalization to endomorphism monoids of finite dimensional independence algebras [39] ; see also [40] for a study of the infinite dimensional case.
Example 3.9 (Partition monoid). Let P n denote the partition monoid. There is a natural notion of rank for the elements of P n (see below for the definition). The proper two-sided ideals of P n are the sets I r = I r (P n ) = {α ∈ P n : rank(α) ≤ r}, 0 ≤ r < n.
Let
J r = J r (P n ) = {α ∈ P n : rank(α) = r}.
Then I r is an idempotent generated semigroup with unique maximal J-class J r and I r = J r (see Lemma 7.4 below). Since P n is regular, it follows that J * r is an idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup satisfying rank(I r ) = rank(J * r ) and idrank(I r ) = idrank(J * r ). We will also see that similar statements are true of the Brauer and Jones monoids B n and J n .
Thus, in all the examples above-I r (T n ), I r (M n (F )) and I r (P n )-the problem of determining rank and idempotent rank reduces to answering the same question for some idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup, so let us now turn our attention to this class.
Idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroups
The study of idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroups is a classical topic, with early results by Graham, Houghton, Howie, etc. Here we summarize some results from [50] .
Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be a finite completely 0-simple semigroup represented as a Rees matrix semigroup over a group G with I indexing the R-classes of S, Λ indexing the Lclasses, and structure matrix P with entries from G ∪ {0}. Our interest is in the case that S is idempotent generated. In this situation the problem of determining the rank has a straightforward answer. The next result has an easy inductive proof; see [ In particular, in all of the examples discussed in Section 3, the rank is given simply by counting the number of R-classes and L -classes in each D = J-class and choosing the larger of the two numbers. Now, of course, in general for an idempotent generated semigroup S, we have
It is easy to construct examples (even when S is a finite completely 0-simple semigroup) where rank(S) and idrank(S) are not equal; see for example [50, Example 2.7] . A natural question, therefore, is that of when they are equal. The main result of [50, Section 2] gives necessary and sufficient for equality in equation (4.2) where S is an arbitrary idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup; see [50, Theorem 2.16 ]. We shall not need the full generality of those results here but shall concentrate on a particularly nice special situation: namely, the case when |I| = |Λ|. As we shall see below, this condition is satisfied for the principal factors of the partition, Brauer and Jones monoids. Before stating the results, we first need to introduce some definitions. The key idea is that the question of whether rank(S) = idrank(S) comes down to a consideration of the way that the idempotents are distributed in S; that is, the position of the non-zero elements in the structure matrix P . Thus, the edges in ∆(S) record the positions of the idempotents in S. GrahamHoughton graphs will be discussed in more detail in Section 6 below.
Let Γ be a graph and let v ∈ V (Γ) be a vertex of Γ. Define the neighbourhood of v to be the set Γ(v) = {w ∈ V (Γ) : w ∼ v}. Here we use ∼ for the adjacency relation in the graph. More generally, for a subset W of V (Γ), the neighbourhood is W is the set
In the case that S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] is an idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup, we have rank(S) = |I| = |Λ|. If idrank(S) = rank(S), then there is an idempotent generating set with size |I| = |Λ| which, since every generating set must clearly intersect every non-zero R-class and every non-zero L -class of S, must correspond to a perfecting matching in the bipartite graph ∆(S).
Thus, a necessary condition for equality in equation (4.2) in the case |I| = |Λ| is that ∆(S) admits a perfect matching. It is a classical result from combinatorics, due to Hall [58] , that a balanced bipartite graph admits a perfect matching if and only if it satisfies the so-called Hall's condition. In what follows, when we refer to a bipartite graph Γ = X ⊔ Y , we mean that the vertex set of Γ is the disjoint union of X and Y , and all edges of Γ join a vertex from X and a vertex from Y . If S is a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup, then every generating set of S of minimum cardinality is a sparse cover, but in general the converse does not hold. We now state Theorem 2.10 from [50] , which ties these ideas together.
Theorem 4.7. Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup with |I| = |Λ|. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) the bipartite graph ∆(S) satisfies the strong Hall condition; (iii) every sparse cover of S generates S.
Generating sets of regular * -semigroups
In [27] , it is shown that the rank and idempotent rank of the singular part of the partition monoid P n are both equal to (See Section 7 below for the definitions of these monoids.) More generally, every proper two-sided ideal of each of these semigroups is a regular * -semigroup that happens to be idempotent generated (see below). So, for all these examples, the problems of determining the rank and idempotent rank, and of describing minimal (idempotent) generating sets, may all be considered.
In this section we present some general results about small generating sets of regular * -semigroups, and then see how they can be applied to answer the above questions for the two-sided ideals of all of the examples mentioned above. In particular, in each case, by applying Theorem 4.7(iii), we will be able to completely describe the generating sets of minimal cardinality.
Definition 5.1. We call a semigroup S a regular * -semigroup if there is a unary operation * : S → S : s → s * satisfying the following conditions, for all a, b ∈ S:
(Note that a * aa * = a * follows from these axioms.) Regular * -semigroups were introduced by Nordahl and Scheiblich [96] . Clearly every regular * -semigroup is regular, and aa * and a * a are idempotents R-and L -related, respectively, to a. But not all regular semigroups are regular * -semigroups; for instance, regular * -semigroups have square D-classes (the number of R-and L -classes contained in any given D-class must be equal), and not every regular semigroup has this property (consider the full transformation monoid, for example). On the other hand, every inverse semigroup is easily seen to be a regular * -semigroup, with * taken as the inverse operation. Many naturally arising semigroups are regular * -semigroups, including many semigroups whose elements admit a diagrammatic representation, where the * operation corresponds to taking the vertical mirror image of the diagram representing the element; this is the case for the Brauer, Jones and partition monoids (see below).
There is a special type of idempotent in regular * -semigroups, the so-called projections; these play an important role in understanding the structure and generating sets of the semigroup.
Definition 5.2. An idempotent p in a regular * -semigroup S is called a projection if p * = p. If A ⊆ S, we write E(A) (respectively, P (A)) for the set of all idempotents (respectively, projections) of S contained in A.
5.1.
Idempotent generated regular * -semigroups. Of course, not every regular * -semigroup is idempotent generated; consider groups or inverse semigroups, for instance. However, some important, naturally arising semigroups of diagrams turn out to be idempotent generated; we shall see several examples below.
Our next aim is to show how generating sets of idempotents may be replaced by small generating sets of idempotents consisting only of projections. We begin with some basic observations about the behaviour of projections. These results are well known and we include proofs only for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 5.3. Let S be a regular * -semigroup. Then:
In particular, the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents coincides with the subsemigroup generated by the projections, and S is idempotent generated if and only if it is generated by its projections; (iii) Every R-class of S contains precisely one projection, as does every L -class.
Proof. (i) If p ∈ P (S), then p = pp * = p * p. Conversely, it is easy to check that aa * , a * a ∈ P (S) for any a ∈ S.
(ii) If e ∈ E(S), then e = ee * e = e(ee) * e = (ee * )(e * e). Conversely, if p, q ∈ P (S), then pq = pq(pq) * pq = pqq * p * pq = pqqppq = (pq) 2 .
(iii) We prove the result for R-classes; the result for L -classes is dual. Let R be an R-class. For any a ∈ R, aa * ∈ R is a projection. So each R-class contains at least one projection. Now let p, q ∈ R be projections. Then p = qp and q = pq, so p = p * = (qp) * = p * q * = pq = q, as required.
Theorem 5.4. Let S be a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup with set of non-zero R-classes and L -classes indexed by I and Λ respectively. Then:
(i) rank(S) = idrank(S) = |I| = |Λ|;
(ii) a subset X of S is a minimal generating set for S if and only if X intersects each non-zero R-and L -class of S precisely once.
Proof. By Lemma 5.3, since S is idempotent generated it is generated by its set P of nonzero projections and, since this set intersects each R-class and L -class exactly once, we conclude that |P | = |I| = |Λ|. Clearly every generating set must intersect every non-zero R-and L -class, giving:
is then an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.7.
Definition 5.5 (Projection graph). Let S be a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup. Let Γ(S) be the digraph with vertex set P (S) \ {0} and edges p → q if and only if pq = 0. We call Γ(S) the projection graph of S. If T is a finite regular * -semigroup generated by the idempotents in a maximal J-class J, we will often write Γ(T ) = Γ(J * ).
For some examples, see So a balanced subgraph partitions the digraph into disjoint directed cycles, which may contain one, two, or more vertices. Note that this generalises the notion of disjoint cycle decompositions of permutations. For example, if we begin with the complete directed graph KD n (the digraph with n vertices, a loop at each vertex, and one arc in each direction between every pair of distinct vertices), then there is a natural correspondence between balanced subgraphs of KD n and elements of the symmetric group S n , given by the obvious translation between balanced subgraphs and the elements of S n written as products of disjoint cycles. Thus, balanced subgraphs may be thought of as permutation subgraphs: subgraphs that involve all the vertices of the graph, and whose edges induce a permutation of the vertex set of the digraph. The set of all permutations arising from the balanced subgraphs of a directed graph is in general not a group.
Theorem 5.7. Let S be a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup. Let G be a subgraph of Γ(S), and let X G = {pq : p → q is an edge of G} be the corresponding set of idempotents of S. Then X G is a minimal generating set for S if and only if G is balanced.
Proof. Let p ∈ P (S) \ {0}. It is easy to check that |X G ∩ R p | is equal to the out-degree of p in G. Together with the dual statement, and Theorem 5.4 (ii), this proves the result.
Theorem 5.8. Let S be a finite regular semigroup, let J be a J-class of S, X a subset of J, and T = X , the subsemigroup of S generated by X. If T is regular, then
where J 1 , . . . , J l are the maximal J-classes of T .
Proof. Throughout the proof, we write J S and J T for Green's J-relations on S and T , and similarly for the other Green's relations. We also write J T (x) for the J T -class in
Thus, every maximal J T -class of T is a subset of J.
Conversely, suppose K is a J T -class of T with K ⊆ J. The proof will be complete if we can show that K is maximal (in the ordering on J T -classes). Now, K ≤ J T M for some maximal J T -class M of T . Let a ∈ K and b ∈ M be arbitrary. Since K ≤ J T M (and since T is regular), there exist u, v ∈ T such that a = ubv.
Thus, all these elements are J S -related. In particular, bJ S ub and ubJ S ubv. Since S is finite, stability (see [99, Definition A.2.1 and Theorem A.2.4]) gives bL S ub and ubR S ubv = a. Since T is regular, it follows that bL T ubR T a, whence bD T a and bJ T a.
The above result fails if one lifts the assumption that the subsemigroup T is regular. One can easily construct a counterexample example where T is a 4-element subsemigroup of the 5-element Brandt semigroup (see [69, Section 5 .1] for more on Brandt semigroups).
Lemma 5.9. Let S be a finite semigroup generated by the elements in its maximal J-
If, in addition, S is idempotent generated, then so are all of J * 1 , . . . , J * m and
Proof. This is an easy generalization of Lemma 3.2 above.
The following theorem, which is the main result of this section, says that in general, generating sets consisting of projections all taken from the same J-class of a finite regular * -semigroup always constitute a minimal generating set for the semigroup they generate. As we shall see, all of the examples of subsemigroups of P n discussed above, and their ideals, may be obtained as subsemigroups of the partition monoid generated by projections of fixed rank, and this allows us to apply the following result to determine the ranks and idempotent ranks in all cases, and ultimately to describe all the minimal generating sets.
Theorem 5.10. Let S be a finite regular * -semigroup, let J be a J-class of S and let X ⊆ J be a set of projections. Then the subsemigroup T = X of S generated by X satisfies
Furthermore, a subset Y of T is a minimal generating set for T if and only if Y forms a transversal of the set of R-classes, and set of L -classes, contained in the maximal J-classes of T .
Proof. First observe that T is an idempotent generated regular * -semigroup. Indeed, to see that T is closed under the * operation let t ∈ T be arbitrary. Then t = p 1 · · · p k for some p 1 , . . . , p k ∈ X, and so
Next, we claim that T is generated by the elements in its maximal J-classes. Let J 1 , . . . , J l be the maximal J-classes of T . It follows from Theorem 5.8 that J 1 ∪ · · · ∪ J l = J ∩ T ⊇ X. Therefore, T is an idempotent generated regular * -semigroup generated by the elements in its maximal J-classes J 1 ∪ · · · ∪ J l . By Lemma 5.9,
For each i, Theorem 5.4 gives rank(J * i ) = idrank(J * i ) = |X ∩ J i |, since X intersects each R-and L -class of J i exactly once. It follows that rank(T ) = idrank(T ) = |X|.
The last clause follows from Theorem 5.4.
Note that in general, in the above theorem, the semigroup T will have more than one maximal J-class.
In each of the examples we will study, the J-classes will form a chain, so the next general result will be of use.
Proposition 5.11. Suppose S is a finite idempotent generated regular * -semigroup and that the J-classes of S form a chain
Then the ideals of S are precisely the sets I 0 , I 1 , . . . , I k .
Suppose further that
(ii) I r is idempotent generated; (iii) rank(I r ) = idrank(I r ) = ρ r , where ρ r is the number of R-classes (which equals the number of L -classes) in J r .
Proof. The statement concerning the ideals of S is easily checked.
First note that if e ∈ E(J s ), then, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, e = (ee * )(e * e) where ee * , e * e ∈ P (J s ). So E(J s ) ⊆ P (J s ) ⊆ J s+1 . By Corollary 3.5, every element of J s is a product of idempotents from J s , and (5.12) follows. Next note that I 0 = J 0 = J 0 . If 1 ≤ r ≤ k, then by (5.12) and an induction hypothesis, I r = I r−1 ∪J r = J r−1 ∪J r ⊆ J r .
(ii) Since S is idempotent generated, it follows from Corollary 3.5 that J * r is an idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup. Lemma 3.2 then implies that I r = J r is idempotent generated.
(iii) Since I r is a regular * -semigroup, Theorem 5.4 gives rank(J * r ) = idrank(J * r ) = ρ r . By Lemma 3.2, rank(I r ) = rank(J * r ) and idrank(I r ) = idrank(J * r ). Remark 5.13. In the notation of the previous proposition, it is clear that the number of minimal generating sets of the ideal I r is equal to ρ r ! × h ρr r , where h r is the (common) size of the H -classes of S contained in J r . In general, a formula for the number of minimal idempotent generating sets is harder to come by. For example, to the authors' knowledge, such a general formula is unknown even in the case of the proper ideals of the singular part S = Sing n of the full transformation monoid T n .
6. Non-minimal generating sets of idempotents Theorem 5.7 gives a necessary and sufficient condition, in terms of the projection graph Γ(S), for a set of idempotents to be a minimal idempotent generating set for a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup S. Here we consider idempotent generating sets in general, not just those of minimal size. We begin by giving some background on Graham-Houghton graphs taken from [99, Section 4.13].
Definition 6.1. Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be a completely 0-simple semigroup represented as a Rees matrix semigroup over a group G. Recall from Definition 4.3 that the GrahamHoughton graph, denoted ∆(S), is the directed bipartite graph with vertex set I ∪ Λ and an arc λ → i if and only if p λi = 0. Now let F be a set of non-zero idempotents of S. We denote by ∆(S, F ) the directed bipartite graph obtained from ∆(S) by adding arcs i → λ for every pair (i, λ) such that H i,λ ∩ F = ∅. (Here, H i,λ = R i ∩ L λ denotes the H -class that is the intersection of the R-and L -classes indexed by i ∈ I and λ ∈ Λ, respectively.) Proposition 6.2. Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be an idempotent generated completely 0-simple semigroup, and let F be a set of non-zero idempotents of S. Then the following are equivalent:
In the special case that S is also a regular * -semigroup, the digraph ∆(S) has an especially nice form, and this allows us to re-express Proposition 6.2 in terms of the digraph Γ(S), defined in Definition 5.5, as follows.
Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be an idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup. Then we may set Λ = I ′ = {i ′ : i ∈ I}, with the R-and L -classes indexed in such a way that the projections lie on the main diagonal H -classes, H i,i ′ (i ∈ I). From this it then follows that the idempotents are distributed in the non-zero D-class of S with diagonal symmetry, that is H i,j ′ contains an idempotent if and only if H j,i ′ does.
Using these observations it is easy to see that the graph Γ(S) is isomorphic to the quotient digraph of ∆(S) obtained by identifying the pairs of vertices {i, i ′ } for all i ∈ I. More explicitly, Γ(S) is isomorphic to the digraph with vertex set {i, i ′ } : i ∈ I where there is an arc {i, i ′ } → {j, j ′ } if and only if H i,j ′ is a group (equivalently, H j,i ′ is a group).
The digraph Γ(S) is clearly symmetric, and has loops at every vertex. No arcs are identified when passing from ∆(S) to Γ(S), and the arcs of ∆(S) (and thus also in Γ(S)) are in natural bijective correspondence with the non-zero idempotents of S. Now we would like to re-express Proposition 6.2 in terms of the digraph Γ(S).
Definition 6.3. Let F be a set of non-zero idempotents from a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ]. We use Γ(S, F ) to denote the 2-coloured digraph obtained by first colouring all the edges blue in the projection graph Γ(S), and then adding the additional red arcs i → j for each idempotent f ∈ F ∩ H i,j .
Definition 6.4. Let G be a digraph with directed edges coloured red or blue. Call a directed path p in G an RBR-alternating path if the first and last arcs are red, and, as we traverse the path, the arcs alternate in colour between red and blue. An RBRalternating circuit is an RBR-alternating path whose initial and terminal vertices coincide. In particular, a red loop at a vertex is an example of an RBR-alternating circuit.
Since S is generated by the projections, F will generate S if and only if every projection may be expressed as a product of elements from F . Combining this with Proposition 6.2 we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.5. Let S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] be a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup, and let F be a set of non-zero idempotents from S. Then S = F if and only if every vertex in Γ(S, F ) is the base point of some RBR-alternating circuit.
Remark 6.6. To directly see the significance of RBR-alternating paths and circuits, consider a finite idempotent generated completely 0-simple regular * -semigroup S with non-zero projections p 1 , . . . , p k . Let F be a set of non-zero idempotents from S, and let Figure 1 . A graph showing that the condition that every vertex is the base of an RBR-circuit is not equivalent to saying that each vertex is contained in some RBR-alternating circuit.
be an RBR-alternating path in the graph Γ(S, F ). The red edges mean that the (nonzero) idempotents
The blue edges mean that the products p i 2 p i 3 , . . . p i r−2 p i r−1 are all nonzero, and it follows that s is non-zero too. In the case that i r = i 1 (so the path is a circuit), sH p i 1 and so, since S is finite, some power s t ∈ F is equal to p i 1 . See Example 7.16.
Remark 6.7. The condition that every vertex is the base of an RBR-circuit is not equivalent to saying that each vertex is simply contained in some RBR-alternating circuit. For example, consider the graph in Figure 1 . In this example 1→2→3→1 is an RBR-circuit containing each vertex, but vertices 2 and 3 are clearly not the base of any RBR-circuit.
Remark 6.8. We have obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for S = M 0 [G; I, Λ; P ] to be generated by a given set F of non-zero idempotents from S in terms of the graph Γ(S, F ). It would be nice to give a necessary and sufficient condition just in terms of the subgraph induced by the edges corresponding to the elements from F ; that is, the red edges. One might be tempted to conjecture that S = F if and only if, in Γ(S, F ), either: (i) each vertex has at least one red edge coming in to it and at least one going out of it, or (ii) each vertex is contained in a red circuit. By Theorem 6.5, we see immediately that condition (i) is necessary, while condition (ii) is sufficient. However, we will see that (i) need not be sufficient, and (ii) need not be necessary. See Examples 7.15 and 7.16, Remarks 8.11 and 9.11, and also Theorem 9.9.
The partition monoid
In the following sections, we will apply the general results of the previous sections to calculate the ranks and idempotent ranks for the proper two-sided ideals of the partition monoid, and several of its submonoids. In each case, we will also describe the (minimal) idempotent generating sets for the largest proper two-sided ideal, and also enumerate the minimal such generating sets for the partition and Jones monoids.
Let n be a positive integer, which we fix throughout this section, and write [n] for the finite set {1, . . . , n}. If 1 ≤ r ≤ s ≤ n, we write [r, s] = {r, r + 1, . . . , s}. We also write [n] ′ = {1 ′ , . . . , n ′ } for a set in one-one correspondence with [n]. An n-partition (or simply a partition if n is understood from context) is an equivalence relation on [n] ∪ [n] ′ . The set P n of all n-partitions forms a monoid, known as the partition monoid, under an associative operation we will describe shortly.
A partition α ∈ P n may be represented by a graph on the vertex set [n] ∪ [n] ′ as follows. We arrange vertices 1, . . . , n in a row (increasing from left to right) and vertices 1 ′ , . . . , n ′ in a parallel row directly below. We then add edges in such a way that two vertices x, y are connected by a path if and only if (x, y) ∈ α. For example, the partition from P 6 with equivalence classes {1}, {2, 3 ′ , 4 ′ }, {3, 4}, {5, 6, 1 ′ , 5 ′ , 6 ′ }, {2 ′ } is represented by the graph . Of course, such a graphical representation is not unique, but we will identify two graphs on the vertex set [n] ∪ [n] ′ if they have the same connected components. In the same way, we will not distinguish between a partition and a graph that represents it.
In order to describe the product alluded to above, let α, β ∈ P n . We first stack (graphs representing) α and β so that vertices 1 ′ , . . . , n ′ of α are identified with vertices 1, . . . , n of β. The connected components of this graph are then constructed, and we finally delete the middle row of vertices as well as any connected components that are contained within the middle row; the resulting graph is the product αβ. As an example, consider the two partitions α = and β = from P 6 . The product αβ = is found by moving through the following intermediate stages:
We now introduce some notation and terminology that we will use throughout our study. Let α ∈ P n . The equivalence classes of α are called its blocks.
We also define the kernel and cokernel of α to be the equivalences
To illustrate these ideas, let α = ∈ P 6 . Then rank(α) = 2, dom(α) = {2, 5, 6}, codom(α) = {1, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and α has kernel-classes {1}, {2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6} and cokernelclasses {1, 5, 6}, {2}, {3, 4}.
It is immediate from the definitions that
for all α, β ∈ P n . Let ∆ denote the trivial equivalence relation (that is, the equality relation) on [n]. It is also clear that
for all α, β ∈ P n . In particular, the sets {α ∈ P n : dom(α) = [n]}, {α ∈ P n : ker(α) = ∆}, {α ∈ P n : codom(α) = [n]}, {α ∈ P n : coker(α) = ∆} are all submonoids of P n . The intersection of these four submonoids is (isomorphic to) the symmetric group S n , which is easily seen to be the group of units of P n . If x ∈ [n], we write x ′′ = x. For α ∈ P n , we define α * = (x ′ , y ′ ) : (x, y) ∈ α . Diagrammatically, α * is obtained by reflecting (a graph representing) α in a horizontal axis. For example, if α = ∈ P 6 , then α * = . The map P n → P n : α → α * illustrates the regular * -semigroup structure of P n ; for all α, β ∈ P n , we have
We also have codom(α) = dom(α * ) and coker(α) = ker(α * ) and other such identities. We say a partition α ∈ P n is planar if it has a graphical representation without any crossings. The set of all planar partitions forms a submonoid of P n , and we denote this submonoid by PP n . The Brauer monoid B n is the submonoid of P n consisting of all partitions whose blocks all have size 2. The Jones monoid J n is the intersection of PP n with B n . We will concentrate on the partition monoid itself in this section, and will return to the three submonoids in subsequent sections. The next result was first proved (using different language) in [109] ; see also [38] . It also follows from some of the above identities. We will also require the following result from [27] ; see also [34] . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n, let π i ∈ P n be the projection with domain [n] \ {i} and kernel ∆. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, let E ij be the equivalence on [n] whose only non-trivial equivalence class is {i, j}, and let π ij ∈ P n be the projection with domain [n] and kernel E ij . See Figure 2 for an illustration.
The projections π i , π ij ∈ P n .
Theorem 7.2. The singular part P n \ S n of the partition monoid P n is idempotent generated. The set {π i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {π ij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is a minimal idempotent generating set.
Note that this is precisely the set of all projections of rank n − 1. Defining relations for this generating set were given in [27] , but we will not need them here.
If A ⊆ [n], we write A ′ = {a ′ : a ∈ A} ⊆ [n] ′ . As in [34] , if α ∈ P n , we will write
to indicate that α has transversal blocks A i ∪ B ′ i (i ∈ I), and nontransversal blocks C j (j ∈ J) and D ′ k (k ∈ K). Note that one or more (but not all) of I, J, K may be empty, and that |I| = rank(α). We will often use variations of this notation but it should always be clear what is meant. The proof of the following lemma from [34] is straightforward.
Lemma 7.3. A partition is a projection if and only if it is of the form
For 0 ≤ r ≤ n, let J r (P n ) = {α ∈ P n : rank(α) = r}. By Theorem 7.1, these sets are precisely the J-classes of P n , and they form a chain:
It follows from Proposition 5.11 that the ideals of P n are precisely the sets
Note that I n (P n ) = P n , J n (P n ) = S n and I n−1 (P n ) = P n \ S n . In what follows, we will apply the general results of Sections 4 and 5 to the (finite idempotent generated regular * -) semigroup S = I n−1 (P n ) = P n \ S n .
7.1. Rank and idempotent rank of ideals in P n . The key lemma that allows us to reduce the problem to the consideration of principal factors is the following, which shows how elements of large rank may be used to generate elements of smaller rank.
Proof. Let α ∈ J r (P n ) be a projection where 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 2. By (the proof of) Proposition 5.11, it is enough to show that α ∈ J r+1 (P n ) . Write
where |I| = r and |J| = k. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that I = [r] and J = [k]. There are two cases to consider.
Case 1: First suppose |J| = k ≥ 1. In this case α = βγ where
both belong to J r+1 (P n ).
Case 2: Next suppose |J| = k = 0. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
Theorem 7.5. For 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, the ideal I r (P n ) is idempotent generated, and
where S(j, r) denotes the Stirling number of the second kind, and B k denotes the kth Bell number. Moreover, a subset A ⊆ I r (P n ) of this cardinality is a generating set for I r (P n ) if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(1) rank(α) = r for all α ∈ A; (2) for all α, β ∈ A with α = β, either ker(α) = ker(β) or dom(α) = dom(β); (3) for all α, β ∈ A with α = β, either coker(α) = coker(β) or codom(α) = codom(β).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.4 and Proposition 5.11 that I r (P n ) is idempotent generated and rank(I r (P n )) = idrank(I r (P n )) = ρ nr , where ρ nr is the number of R-classes in J r (P n ).
To specify an R-class in J r (P n ), we first choose j kernel classes for some j ∈ [r, n]. From these, we then choose r classes to be part of the transversal blocks. These choices may be made in S(n, j) and j r ways, respectively. Multiplying these and summing over all j ∈ [r, n] gives
(Counting the R-classes in another way shows that ρ nr = n j=r n j S(j, r)B n−j .) Finally, a subset A ⊆ I r (P n ) with |A| = ρ nr generates I r (P n ) = J r (P n ) if and only if it generates the principal factor J r (P n ) * which, by Theorem 5.4, occurs if and only if A is a transversal of the R-and L -classes of J r (P n ). By Theorem 7.1, this is equivalent to saying that conditions (1), (2) and (3) hold. Remark 7.6. As expected, this theorem agrees with Theorem 7.2 in the particular case r = n − 1. Note also that rank(I 0 (P n )) = idrank(I 0 (P n )) = B n , and that the identity ρ n0 + ρ n1 = ρ n+1,0 is a consequence of the well-known recurrence B n+1 = n i=0 n i B i . See Table 3 for some computed values of rank(I r (P n )) = idrank(I r (P n )). These numbers do not appear on [1] . Table 3 . Values of rank(I r (P n )) = idrank(I r (P n )).
7.2.
Minimal idempotent generating sets of P n \ S n . Theorem 5.7 above gives a correspondence between minimal idempotent generating sets of P n \ S n = I n−1 (P n ) = J n−1 (P n ) and balanced subgraphs of the projection graph Γ(P n \S n ) = Γ(J n−1 (P n ) * ), in the sense of Definitions 5.5 and 5.6, which, for simplicity, we will denote by Γ n . We will also write G n for the set of all balanced subgraphs of Γ n . Parts of the next lemma were also used in [31] .
Lemma 7.7. The set of idempotents of J n−1 (P n ) is
where these partitions are illustrated in Figure 3 . The set of projections of J n−1 (P n ) is
In the principal factor J n−1 (P n ) * , the only nonzero products of pairs of projections are
The statement about projections follows quickly from Lemma 7.3. By Lemma 5.3, any idempotent is the product of two projections, and it is easy to check that the products of the stated projections give only the stated idempotents as well as lower rank ones.
Remark 7.8. So there are n + 5 n 2 = (5n 2 − 3n)/2 idempotents in J n−1 (P n ). The idempotents in an arbitrary J-class J r (P n ) are enumerated in [17] . Figure 3 . The idempotents of J n−1 (P n ).
In light of Lemma 7.7, we see that the projection graph Γ n is obtained from the complete graph on vertex set [n] by replacing each edge
For convenience, we have labeled the vertices i and ij instead of π i and π ij . The graph Γ 5 is pictured in Figure 4 , with the same labelling convention, and with loops omitted. The edges of Γ n correspond to the idempotents of J n−1 (P n ) via:
As mentioned above, Theorem 5.7 shows that the minimal idempotent generating sets of P n \ S n = I n−1 (P n ) correspond to the balanced subgraphs of Γ n . The generating set from Theorem 7.2, which consists of all projections from J n−1 (P n ), corresponds to the balanced subgraph whose edges are the n + n 2 = n+1 2 loops of Γ n . We now turn to the task of enumerating G n , the set of all balanced subgraphs of Γ n . In what follows, for convenience, we will use symmetric notation for the vertices ij, and use ij and ji interchangeably without intending to imply i < j or i > j.
Let G ∈ G n . The in-degree/out-degree condition is equivalent to saying that G is a disjoint union of circuits. By inspecting Γ n , we see that the circuits of G must be of one of the following four types:
( Figure 5 . Two balanced subgraphs in Γ 3 , both with µ G = (1, 2, 3) .
Note that if n is large, then most connected components of G will be loops of type (2) . Also note that G is completely determined by its circuits of type (1), (3) and (4). Our goal is to show that G determines (and is determined by) a pair (π G , τ G ) where π G is a permutation of a subset A G ⊆ [n] that has no fixed points and no 2-cycles, and τ G is a function [n] \ A G → [n] that has no 2-cycles. Here we say that a function φ : Y → X with Y ⊆ X has a 2-cycle if there exists x, y ∈ Y with x = y, xφ = y and yφ = x. With this goal in mind, we define
: vertex i is contained in a circuit of type (1)}.
Note that |A G | ∈ {0} ∪ [3, n]. We define π G : A G → A G to be the permutation whose cycle decomposition includes a cycle (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i k ) corresponding to each circuit of G of type (1) . Note that π G has no 2-cycles or fixed points. Note also that if
Note that τ G contains no 2-cycles, but might have fixed points. So G uniquely determines the pair (π G , τ G ). Conversely, a pair (π, τ ) for which (B1) π is a permutation, of some subset A ⊆ [n], with no fixed points and 2-cycles, and (B2) τ : [n] \ A → [n] has no 2-cycles determines a balanced subgraph of Γ n in such a way that gives a bijective correspondence between G ∈ G n and pairs (π, τ ) satisfying (B1) and (B2). So it suffices to enumerate such pairs.
Remark 7.9. The functions π G and τ G could be combined to give a transformation
However, G is not uniquely determined by µ G . For example, in Γ 3 , the two balanced subgraphs shown in Figure 5 both have µ G = (1, 2, 3).
For 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let A k = {π ∈ S k : π has no fixed points or 2-cycles}
: τ has no 2-cycles}, and put a k = |A k | and b nk = |B nk |.
Note that for any subset X ⊆ [n] with |X| = k, the set {τ : X → [n] : τ has no 2-cycles} has cardinality b nk . If A ⊆ [n] with |A| = k, the number of pairs (π, τ ) satisfying conditions (B1) and (B2) above is equal to a k b n,n−k . It follows that
so it remains to evaluate the sequences a k and b nk . The sequence a k is well-known; it is A038205 on [1] , but we prove the next result for completeness.
Lemma 7.10. The sequence a k satisfies the recurrence
Proof. The values for a 0 , a 1 , a 2 are clear. Now consider an element π ∈ A k+1 where k ≥ 2. There are two possibilities: either (i) k + 1 is in an l-cycle of π where l ≥ 4, or (ii) k + 1 is in a 3-cycle of π. It is easy to see that there are ka k elements of type (i), and
The first few values of a k are given in Table 4 .
k 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 a k 1 0 0 2 6 24 160 1140 8988 80864 809856 Table 4 . The sequence a k .
Lemma 7.11. For any 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we have
where (2i − 1)!! = (2i − 1)(2i − 3) · · · 3 · 1 and we interpret (−1)!! = 1.
and there are k 2i (2i − 1)!! ways to choose i disjoint cycles from [k] . So the inclusionexclusion formula gives
The result now follows from (7.12), since n k is the i = 0 term of the sum in the statement of the lemma.
The numbers b nk do not appear in [1] . The first few values are included in Table 5 . We have proved the following. Table 5 . The numbers b nk .
Theorem 7.13. The number of minimal idempotent generating sets for the singular part P n \ S n of the partition monoid P n is equal to
where formulae for the numbers a k and b nk are given in Lemmas 7.10 and 7.11.
The first few values of |G n | are given in Table 6 ; this sequence also does not appear in [1] . Table 6 . The numbers |G n |, which give the number of minimal idempotent generating sets for P n \ S n .
7.3. Arbitrary idempotent generating sets for P n \ S n . Given a set F consisting of idempotents from J n−1 (P n ), we would like to know whether F is a generating set of P n \ S n . For a subset F of
let Γ n (F ) be the two-coloured digraph obtained by colouring each edge of Γ n blue, and then adding red edges corresponding to the idempotents from F :
(As above, we will denote the vertices of Γ n by i and ij rather than π i and π ij .) Applying the general result Theorem 6.5 we obtain the following.
Theorem 7.14. For F ⊆ {α ∈ E(P n ) : rank(α) = n − 1}, the following are equivalent: (i) P n \ S n = F ; (ii) each vertex of Γ n (F ) is the base point of an RBR-alternating circuit.
We currently do not know of any simpler necessary and sufficient condition for such a subset F of idempotents to be a generating set. It would be desirable to give such a condition in terms of only the red edges of the graph Γ n (F ). As mentioned in Remark 6.8, one might be tempted to conjecture that F = P n \ S n if and only if, in Γ n (F ), either: (i) each vertex has at least one red edge coming in to it and at least one going out of it, or (ii) each vertex is contained in a red circuit. As we also mentioned in Remark 6.8, Theorem 6.5 tells us that condition (i) is necessary, while condition (ii) is sufficient. But the following two examples show that neither condition is necessary and sufficient.
Example 7.15. Consider the set of idempotents F = {π 1 , π 2 , λ 12 , ρ 12 } in the partition monoid P 2 . The digraph Γ 2 (F ) is illustrated in Figure 6 . Clearly, there is no RBRalternating circuit based at the vertex {12}. It follows that π 12 ∈ F , and so F does not generate P 2 \ S 2 . This example shows that (i) is not a sufficient condition.
Example 7.16. Consider the set of idempotents F = {π 2 , π 3 , π 12 , π 23 , π 13 , λ 31 , ρ 12 } in the partition monoid P 3 . The digraph Γ 3 (F ) is illustrated in Figure 7 . Every vertex has a red loop (the simplest kind of RBR-circuit) with the exception of vertex 1. Vertex 1 is the basepoint of the RBR-alternating circuit:
1→12→2→2→23→23→3→3→13→1.
This path corresponds to the product of idempotents ρ 12 π 2 π 23 π 3 λ 31 , which is H -related to the projection π 1 ; in fact, π 1 = (ρ 12 π 2 π 23 π 3 λ 31 ) 2 . It follows from Theorem 7.14 that P 3 \ S 3 = F . This example shows that (ii) is not a necessary condition. It is also easy to check that for any f ∈ F , the graph Γ n (F \ {f }) does not satisfy condition (i). It follows that F is an irreducible generating set, even though it is not of the minimal size 4 2 = 6. This contrasts to the situation for the singular part T n \ S n of the full transformation semigroup T n , where every idempotent generating set contains an idempotent generating set of minimal size [14] . (The previous statement does not hold if "idempotent generating set" is replaced by "generating set".)
We leave it as an open problem to determine a necessary and sufficient condition for F to be a generating set, stated in terms of the structure of the subgraph of Γ n (F ) determined by F (that is, the subgraph determined by the red edges).
The Brauer monoid
Recall that the Brauer monoid B n is the subsemigroup of P n consisting of all partitions whose blocks have cardinality 2. See Figure 8 for an example. Note that an element
of B n satisfies |A i | = |B i | = 1 and |C j | = |D k | = 2 for all i, j, k. In addition we must have |J| = |K|, and |I| = n − 2|J|, which means that the ranks of elements of B n are restricted to natural numbers of the form n − 2k where k is a natural number. Note also that
Since the symmetric group S n is clearly contained in B n , it follows that S n is the group of units of B n . And, since B n is closed under the * operation, it is regular, so Green's relations on B n are still given by the formulae in Theorem 7.1. In fact, since the domain (respectively, codomain) of an element of B n is determined by its kernel (respectively, cokernel), we have the following. See also [92, Theorem 7] where an equivalent characterization is given. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, we define the partition
See Figure 9 for an illustration. The following result was proved in [81] .
i j 1 n Figure 9 . The projection τ ij ∈ B n . Theorem 8.2. The singular part B n \S n of the Brauer monoid B n is idempotent generated. The set {τ ij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} is a minimal idempotent generating set.
In [81] , the authors go on to give a presentation for B n \ S n with respect to the above generating set of projections, but we will not require this presentation here.
As before, for r = n − 2k with k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ n, we write
By Theorem 7.1, these are precisely the J-classes of B n , and they form a chain:
where m denotes 0 if n is even, or 1 otherwise. By Proposition 5.11, it follows that the ideals of B n are precisely the sets
Note that I n (B n ) = B n , J n (B n ) = S n and I n−2 (B n ) = B n \ S n . In what follows, we will apply the general results of Sections 4 and 5 to the (finite idempotent generated regular * -) semigroup S = I n−2 (B n ) = B n \ S n .
8.1.
Rank and idempotent rank of ideals of B n . Again, the key step is to show that elements of small rank in B n may be expressed as a product of higher rank elements.
Proof. Let α ∈ J r (B n ) be a projection. By Proposition 5.11, it suffices to show that α ∈ J r+2 (B n ) . Write
Without loss of generality, we may assume that
Theorem 8.4. For 0 ≤ r = n − 2k ≤ n − 2, the ideal I r (B n ) is idempotent generated, and
Moreover, a subset A ⊆ I r (B n ) of this cardinality is a generating set for I r (B n ) if and only if the following three conditions hold:
(1) rank(α) = r for all α ∈ A; (2) for all α, β ∈ A with α = β, ker(α) = ker(β); (3) for all α, β ∈ A with α = β, coker(α) = coker(β).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 8.3 and Proposition 5.11 that I r (B n ) is idempotent generated, and that rank(I r (B n )) = idrank(I r (B n )) = ρ nr , where ρ nr is the number of R-classes in J r (B n ). It follows from Theorem 8.1 that ρ nr is equal to the number of equivalence relations on [n] that have exactly k non-trivial blocks, each of size 2. There are n 2k ways to choose the elements belonging to the non-trivial blocks, and then (2k − 1)!! ways to choose the blocks of size 2; multiplying these together gives the required formula. The final clause follows by applying Theorem 5.4 in a virtually identical way to the argument in the final paragraph of the proof of Theorem 7.5.
Remark 8.5. Note that the r = n − 2 case agrees with Theorem 8.2. Note also that rank(I 0 (B n )) = (n − 1)!! if n is even, while rank(I 1 (B n )) = n!! if n is odd. Some calculated values of rank(I r (B n )) = idrank(I r (B n )) are given in Table 7 . 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 8  2  1  3  3  4  3  6  5  15  10  6  15  45  15  7  105  105  21  8  105  420  210  28  9  945  1260  378  36  10  945  4725  3150  630  45  Table 7 . Values of rank(I r (B n )) = idrank(I r (B n )).
8.2.
Minimal idempotent generating sets of B n \ S n . As in Section 7.2, an enumeration of the minimal idempotent generating sets of B n \ S n amounts to an enumeration of the balanced subgraphs of the projection graph Γ(B n \ S n ) = Γ(J n−2 (B n ) * ), which we will denote by Λ n .
For distinct i, j, k ∈ [n], we define
See Figure 10 for an illustration where, for convenience, we have only pictured the restriction of σ ijk to {i, j, k}. It is easy to check that these partitions are idempotents. Figure 10 . Simplified illustrations of the idempotents σ ijk ∈ B n for all possible orderings of i, j, k. See text for more details.
The next lemma is verified in similar fashion to Lemma 7.7, and its proof is omitted. For simplicity, we will use symmetric notation and allow ourselves to write τ ji = τ ij for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Lemma 8.6. The set of idempotents of J n−2 (B n ) is
The set of projections of J n−2 (B n ) is
In the principal factor J n−2 (B n ) * , the only nonzero products of pairs of projections are, using symmetric notation for the projections,
It follows that the graph Λ n has vertex set {τ ij : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n} with edges τ ij → τ kl if and only if {i, j} ∩ {k, l} = ∅. The graphs Λ 4 and Λ 5 are pictured in Figure 11 , where we have simplified matters by labelling the vertices ij instead of τ ij , omitting loops, and displaying pairs of directed edges ij ⇆ kl as single undirected edges ij − kl. Factorizations of Johnson graphs have been considered, for instance, in [11] . Recall that a 1-factor of a graph is a collection of edges that spans the graph, while a 2-factor is a collection of cycles that spans all vertices of the graph. We define a (0, 1, 2)-factor of a graph as a decomposition of the graph into vertices, edges, and cycles, such that each vertex is contained in precisely one of these pieces. An oriented (0, 1, 2)-factor is a (0, 1, 2)-factor such that all the cycles are assigned an orientation (clockwise or anticlockwise). Proposition 8.7. There is a one-one correspondence between the minimal idempotent generating sets of B n \ S n and the oriented (0, 1, 2)-factors of the Johnson graph J(n, 2).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.7, the above-mentioned connection between Λ n = Γ(B n \S n ) and J(n, 2), and the associated correspondence between balanced subgraphs of Λ n and oriented (0, 1, 2)-factors of J(n, 2). Remark 8.8. We do not know of any formula or recurrence relation for the number of minimal idempotent generating sets of B n \ S n . We can, however, see that this sequence of numbers grows rapidly. Let d n denote the number of (0, 1, 2)-factors of the Johnson graph J(n, 2). Consider the graph J(n + 1, 2). The 2-sets containing the number n + 1 induce a copy of the complete graph K n in the graph, and the number of (0, 1, 2)-factors of this subgraph is n!, and the remaining vertices induce a copy of the graph J(n, 2). It follows that d n+1 ≥ n!d n , from which we obtain
The first few values of d n were calculated by James Mitchell using the Semigroups package in GAP; see [33, 94] . These values are given in Table 8 , along with the sequence c n = n−1 i=1 i!. The calculation of d 3 = 6 is trivial, the (0, 1, 2)-factors of J(3, 2) being in one-one correspondence with the permutations of a three element set. To see that d 4 = 265, consider the graph J(4, 2), depicted as an octahedron in Figure 11. Labelling the vertices  a, b, c, A, B , C in such a way that vertex x is opposite vertex X for each x ∈ {a, b, c}, we see that the (0, 1, 2)-factors of J(4, 2) are in one-one correspondence with the permutations of {a, b, c, A, B, C} such that no lower-case letter is mapped to its corresponding upper-case letter, and vice versa. These permutations are obviously in one-one correspondence with the fixed point free permutations of the set [6] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, of which there are 265. In general, for n ≥ 4, d n is bounded above by the number e n of fixed point free permutations of a set of size n 2 ; this sequence is also given in Table 8 . The sequences c n , e n are A000178 and A000166 on [1] ; the sequence d n is not on [1] . Table 8 . The sequences c n , d n , e n . For n ≥ 2, d n is equal to the number of minimal idempotent generating sets of B n \ S n .
The Brauer monoid and Pfaffian orientations. We have established a correspondence between minimal idempotent generating sets of the singular part of the Brauer monoid, and certain factorizations of the Johnson graph J(n, 2). As we mentioned above, we do not know of a formula or recurrence relation that gives the number of such factorizations. The following result shows that one cannot find such a formula by trying to compute a Pfaffian orientation for the corresponding Graham-Houghton graph.
A subgraph H of a graph G is called central if G \ H has a perfect matching (here, \ stands for deletion, where we remove the vertices from H as well as any edges involving one or more vertices from H). An even circuit C in a directed graph D is called oddly oriented if for either choice of direction of traversal around C, the number of edges of C directed in the direction of traversal is odd. This is independent of the initial choice of direction of traversal, since C is even. An orientation D of the edges of a graph G is Pfaffian if every even central circuit of G is oddly oriented in D. We say that a graph G is Pfaffian if it has a Pfaffian orientation. The significance of Pfaffian orientations comes from the fact that if a bipartite graph G has one, then the number of perfect matchings of G can be computed in polynomial time. More on Pfaffian orientations may be found in [80, 101, 105, 106] .
These ideas are relevant to us, since the number of distinct minimal idempotent generating sets is precisely the number of perfect matchings of the (bipartite) Graham-Houghton graph. So, if the Graham-Houghton graph in question did have a Pfaffian orientation this would mean that the number of distinct minimal idempotent generating sets could be computed in polynomial time. The following result shows that we cannot use the theory of Pfaffian orientations as an approach to computing the number of minimal generating sets for B n \ S n . Figure 12 . Four configurations, one of which must arise in Λ ′ n after assigning labels {0, 1} to the arcs of the digraph Λ ′ n . Here dotted arcs are arcs labeled by 0, and the solid represent those labeled by 1.
Proposition 8.9. Let ∆ n be the unlabeled undirected Graham-Houghton graph of the J-class J n−2 (B n ). If n ≥ 3, then ∆ n does not admit a Pfaffian orientation.
Proof. When n = 3, ∆ 3 is isomorphic to the complete bipartite graph K 3,3 , which is known not to admit a Pfaffian orientation; see [105, Theorem 4 .1]. Now we shall apply results from [105] to show that ∆ n does not admit a Pfaffian orientation for any n ≥ 4.
A digraph D is called even if whenever the arcs of D are assigned weights 0 or 1, D contains a cycle of even total weight. Now let G = A ⊔ B be a bipartite graph and M a matching of G. Let D = D(G, M ) be the digraph obtained from G by (i) orienting arcs from A to B, and (ii) contracting every edge of M . Little [80] showed that a bipartite graph G is Pfaffian if and only if D(G, M ) is not even. Now, carrying out this process with the bipartite graph ∆ n together with the natural choice of matching given by the set of projections, we obtain a directed version of the Johnson graph J(n, 2); the graph obtained is essentially the graph Λ n = Γ(B n \ S n ), defined above, but with the loops at each vertex removed. We claim that the resulting digraph, which we will denote by Λ ′ n , is even. Once established, from the results above, this will complete the proof that ∆ n is not Pfaffian. To see that Λ ′ n is even, consider an assignment of labels {0, 1} to the arcs of this digraph. Since Λ ′ n embeds triangles it follows that at least one of the four configurations displayed in Figure 12 must arise. By inspection it is now clear that in each case Λ ′ n must contain a cycle of even total weight.
Arbitrary idempotent generating sets for
let Λ n (F ) be the two-coloured digraph obtained by colouring each edge of Λ n blue, and then adding red edges corresponding to the idempotents from F :
(As above, we will denote the vertices of Λ n by ij rather than τ ij .) Theorem 8.10. For F ⊆ {α ∈ E(B n ) : rank(α) = n − 2}, the following are equivalent:
is the base point of an RBR-alternating circuit.
The authors are not aware of any formula for the number of subsets
that generate B n \ S n .
Remark 8.11. Neither condition (i) nor condition (ii) of Remark 6.8 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for F to be a generating set in the case of B n \ S n . Condition (i) of Remark 6.8, though necessary, is not sufficient. For example, consider the graph Λ 4 (F ) where Λ 4 = Γ(B 4 \ S 4 ) and F = {τ 14 , τ 23 , σ 214 , σ 231 , σ 234 , σ 241 , σ 314 , σ 321 , σ 324 , σ 341 }. This graph is illustrated in Figure 13 (with blue edges simplified as in Figure 11 ). In this example, each vertex of Λ 4 (F ) has at least one red edge coming in to it and at least one going out of it. However, the vertex 12 is not the base point of any RBR-alternating circuit, and therefore F is not a generating set for B 4 \ S 4 . Condition (ii) of Remark 6.8, though sufficient, is not necessary. For example, consider the graph Λ 3 (F ), where F = {τ 13 , τ 23 , σ 213 , σ 321 }, which is illustrated in Figure 14 . It is easy to check that each vertex is the base point of an RBR-alternating circuit, so that B 3 \ S 3 = F , even though vertex 12 is not contained in a red circuit.
The Jones monoid
Recall that the Jones monoid J n is the subsemigroup of B n consisting of all partitions whose blocks have cardinality 2 and may be drawn in a planar fashion. By stretching the diagram of an element of J n so that the vertices appear in a single straight line 1, 2, . . . , n, n ′ , . . . , 2 ′ , 1 ′ , it is clear that the elements of B n are in one-one correspondence with the proper bracketings with n pairs of brackets. See Figure 15 for an example. It follows that |B n | = C n , where C n = 1 n+1 2n n is the nth Catalan number. The only planar permutation is the identity element of P n , denoted 1, so the group of units of J n is equal to {1}. But J n ⊆ B n is again closed under the * operation, so Green's relations are still described by Theorem 8.1. Note, however, that the planarity condition implies that J n is H -trivial. Figure 15 . An element of the Jones monoid J 7 (above) along with its corresponding Catalan bracketing diagram (below).
. (The partitions τ ij were defined in the previous section.) See Figure 16 for an illustration. The following result is well known; see for example [77] , where presentations are also discussed.
Theorem 9.1. The singular part J n \{1} of the Jones monoid J n is idempotent generated. The set {τ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} is a minimal idempotent generating set.
Remark 9.2. Because the singular part of the Jones monoid J n is simply J n \ {1}, we could state many of the results of this section in terms of monoid generating sets of J n , rather than semigroup generating sets of J n \ {1}. However, for reasons of consistency, we will not do this.
For 0 ≤ r = n − 2k ≤ n, let J r (J n ) = {α ∈ J n : rank(α) = r} and I r (J n ) = {α ∈ J n : rank(α) ≤ r}.
As before, these are precisely the J-classes and ideals of J n , and the J-classes form a chain.
9.1. Rank and idempotent rank of ideals of J n . In the proof of Lemma 8.3, it was shown that any projection α ∈ J r (B n ) with r = n − 2k and k ≥ 2 was the product of two partitions β, γ ∈ J r+2 (B n ), and we wish to establish the corresponding result for J n . However, in the proof of Lemma 8.3, even if α is planar, the partitions β, γ constructed in the proof need not be planar themselves. For example, with α = τ 14 τ 23 , the proof of Lemma 8.3 gives β = τ 14 and γ = τ 23 , with γ being planar but not β. So we must work a bit harder to prove the next result.
Proof. As usual, it suffices to show that any projection from J r (J n ) belongs to J r+2 (J n ) , so suppose α ∈ J r (J n ) is a projection. We consider two cases. For the duration of this proof, it will be convenient to introduce some terminology. If 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n, we will say that {i, j} is surrounded by {r, s} if r < i < j < s.
Case 1: Suppose first that α has two blocks of the form {i, i + 1} and {j, j + 1} that are not surrounded by any other blocks of α; see Figure 17 . In this case, α = βγ where β, γ ∈ J r+2 (J n ) are also illustrated in Figure 17 . In the diagram, it is understood that the shaded parts of β, γ are the same as the corresponding shaded parts of α. (Since α is an idempotent, these shaded parts are all idempotents in isomorphic copies of J i−1 , J j−i−2 and J n−j−1 .) Case 2: If we are not in Case 1, then α must have at least one block of the form {i, j} where j ≥ i+3, and {i, j} is not surrounded by any other block of α; see Figure 18 . Due to planarity, this implies that vertices i + 1, i + 2, . . . , j − 1 are all involved in non-transversal blocks. In this case, α = βγ where β, γ ∈ J r+2 (J n ) are also illustrated in Figure 18 . Figure 17 . The partitions α ∈ J r (J n ) and β, γ ∈ J r+2 (J n ) from Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 9.3.
Remark 9.4. In Case 1 of the above proof, β and γ were both projections from J r+2 (J n ).
In Case 2, they were not (and could not be; consider the above example of α = τ 14 τ 23 ). However, they are both idempotents. Indeed, consider β for example. Because α is a projection, the only part of β we do not automatically know is idempotent is the portion contained between points i + 1, . . . , j. But this is essentially a (planar) rank 1 Brauer diagram, and all of these are idempotents. Similarly we see that γ is an idempotent. Since β and γ are both idempotents, it follows that any projection from J r (J n ) can be expressed as the product of at most four projections from J r+2 (J n ) if 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 4. In general, this bound (of four projections) is sharp, as the above example of α = τ 14 τ 23 ∈ J 4 demonstrates. Figure 18 . The partitions α ∈ J r (J n ) and β, γ ∈ J r+2 (J n ) from Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 9.3.
For the proof of the next result, it will be convenient to define, for a natural number i,
j is the jth Catalan number. Theorem 9.5. For 0 ≤ r = n − 2k ≤ n − 2, the ideal I r (J n ) is idempotent generated, and
Moreover, a subset A ⊆ I r (J n ) of this cardinality is a generating set for I r (J n ) if and only if the following three conditions hold:
Proof. For 0 ≤ r ≤ n, let ρ nr denote the number of R-classes in J r (J n ). Note that ρ nr = 0 if n − r is odd. It will also be convenient to define ρ nr = 0 for r > n. For n, r ≥ 0, define
We will show that ρ nr = ̺ nr for all n, r and, as usual, the result will follow. First, it is easy to check that the numbers ̺ nr satisfy the recurrence
It is therefore enough to show that the numbers ρ nr satisfy the same recurrence, and we now turn to this task.
For α ∈ J n , let R(α) denote the graph with vertex set [n], and an edge i − j for each upper non-transversal block {i, j} of α. See Figure 19 for an example. By Theorem 8.1 (or [38, Theorem 3.3] ), we see that for α, β ∈ J n , αRβ if and only if R(α) = R(β). So it follows that ρ nr is equal to the cardinality of the set X nr of all graphs G on vertex set [n] satisfying the conditions:
(i) each vertex of G has degree at most 1, (ii) exactly r vertices of G have degree 0, (iii) if i − j is an edge of G and i < j, then deg(k) = 1 for all i < k < j, and (iv) if i − j and k − l are edges of G with i < j, k < l and i < k, then either j < k or l < j. (Note that X nr = ∅ if n − r is odd or r > n.) Now, it is clear that ρ n0 = c n , ρ nn = 1, ρ nr = 0 if r > n, so it remains to show that ρ nr = ρ n−1,r−1 + ρ n−1,r+1 for 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1.
Suppose 1 ≤ r ≤ n − 1. We have the disjoint union X nr = X 0 nr ∪ X 1 nr , where
We will show that
The first equality is obvious. For the second, we construct a bijection X 1 nr → X n−1,r+1 . With this in mind, let G ∈ X 1 nr . Suppose the unique edge at vertex n is j − n, where j ∈ [n − 1]. Let G ′ be the graph obtained from G by removing the vertex n and the edge j − n (leaving j as an isolated vertex). Clearly, G ′ ∈ X n−1,r+1 . Note that condition (iii) guarantees that j ∈ [n − 1] is maximal with degree 0 in G ′ . It follows quickly that G → G ′ is the required bijection X 1 nr → X n−1,r+1 . Figure 19 . An element α ∈ J 7 (left) along with its corresponding graph R(α) (right).
Remark 9.6. The sequence ρ nk is A053121 on [1] , and appears in a variety of contexts; see for example [10, p60] . It is also easy to check that the numbers ρ nk satisfy the recurrence given by
The first few values of ρ nr are given in Table 9. 9.2. Minimal idempotent generating sets of J n \ {1}. Again, an enumeration of the minimal idempotent generating sets of J n \ {1} amounts to an enumeration of the balanced subgraphs of the projection graph Γ(J n \ {1}) = Γ(J n−2 (J n ) * ), which we will denote by Ξ n . For 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2, put λ i = σ i,i+1,i+2 and ρ i = σ i+2,i+1,i . (The idempotents σ ijk were defined in the previous section.) See Figure 20 for an illustration.
Again, the next lemma is easily verified, and its proof is omitted. Table 9 . Values of ρ nr from the proof of Theorem 9.5. For 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 2, ρ nr = rank(I r (J n )) = idrank(I r (J n )). Figure 20 . The idempotents λ i (left) and ρ i (right) from J n .
Lemma 9.7. The set of idempotents of J n−2 (J n ) is
The set of projections of J n−2 (J n ) is
In the principal factor J n−2 (J n ) * , the only nonzero products of pairs of projections are
It follows that the graph Ξ n has vertex set {τ i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1} with edges τ i → τ j if and only if |i − j| ≤ 1. The graph Ξ 5 is pictured in Figure 21 , with vertices labeled i instead of τ i . Theorem 9.8. The number of minimal idempotent generating sets for the singular part J n \ {1} of the Jones monoid J n is equal to F n , the nth Fibonacci number, where F 1 = F 2 = 1 and F n = F n−1 + F n−2 for n ≥ 3.
Proof. Let x n be the number of balanced subgraphs of Ξ n . It suffices to show that the numbers x n satisfy the Fibonacci recurrence. It is clear that x 1 = x 2 = 1. (Note that J 1 \ {1} = ∅, so there is only one generating set, ∅.) Next, suppose n ≥ 3. A balanced subgraph of Ξ n must contain either the loop at τ n−1 and a balanced subgraph of Ξ n−1 , or else the edges τ n−2 ⇆ τ n−1 and a balanced subgraph of Ξ n−2 . So x n = x n−1 + x n−2 , as required.
Although these numbers are well-known (see A000045 on [1] ), we include the first few values, for completeness, in Table 10 . n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 F n 1 1 2 3 5 8 13 21 34 55  Table 10 . The Fibonacci sequence F n . For n ≥ 1, F n is equal to the number of minimal idempotent generating sets of J n \ {1}.
9.3. Arbitrary idempotent generating sets for J n \ {1}. For a subset F of {α ∈ E(J n ) : rank(α) = n − 2} = {τ 1 , . . . , τ n−1 } ∪ {λ 1 , . . . , λ n−2 } ∪ {ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n−2 }, let Ξ n (F ) be the two-coloured digraph obtained by colouring each edge of Ξ n blue, and then adding red edges corresponding to the idempotents from F :
(As above, we will denote the vertices of Ξ n by 1, . . . , n − 1 rather than τ 1 , . . . , τ n−1 .) Theorem 9.9. For F ⊆ {α ∈ E(J n ) : rank(α) = n − 2}, the following are equivalent:
is the base point of an RBR-alternating circuit; (iii) each vertex of Ξ n (F ) is contained in a red circuit. The number f n of such subsets is given by the recurrence f 2 = 1, f 3 = 7, f n = 5f n−1 + 6f n−2 for n ≥ 4.
Proof. By Lemma 9.3, F generates J n \ {1} if and only if it generates the principle factor J n−2 (J n ) * . So the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 6.5. Any red circuit beginning and ending at vertex i clearly gives rise to an RBR-circuit based at i, since Ξ n (F ) has a blue loop at each vertex, so (iii) implies (ii). Now assume (ii), and suppose 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We must show that i is contained in a red circuit. Consider first the case in which i = 1. If 1→1 is an edge, then 1 is contained in a red circuit. If not, then, since there is an RBR-alternating circuit based at 1, we see that Ξ n (F ) contains the edges 1⇆2, so 1 is contained in a red circuit. By symmetry, n − 1 is contained in a red circuit.
Finally, suppose 1 < i < n − 1. If Ξ n (F ) contains the loop i→i or the edges i⇆i + 1 or i+1⇆i, then i is contained in a red circuit. In order to obtain a contradiction, suppose this is not the case. By symmetry, we may suppose that Ξ n (F ) contains the edges i−1→i→i+1, but no other red edges at i. Now consider an RBR-alternating path beginning at i:
A simple induction shows that j 2r ≥ i and j 2r+1 ≥ i + 1 for each 0 ≤ r ≤ k. In particular, j 2k+1 ≥ i + 1, so it follows that Ξ n (F ) contains no RBR-alternating circuit based at vertex i, a contradiction. This completes the proof that (ii) implies (iii). Now let X n denote the set of all graphs Ξ n (F ) satisfying property (iii). We must show that the cardinalities f n = |X n | satisfy the given recurrence. It is easy to check that f 2 = 1 and f 3 = 7, so suppose now that n ≥ 4. Let G ∈ X n . Since the vertex n − 1 is contained in a red circuit, there are three cases we must consider:
(1) G does not contain both of the edges n − 1⇆n − 2, or (2) G contains both of the edges n − 2⇆n − 1 and the loop n − 1→n − 1, or (3) G contains both of the edges n − 2⇆n − 1 but not the loop n − 1→n − 1. If (1) holds, then G contains the loop n − 1→n − 1, and the subgraph of G induced by the vertices 1, . . . , n − 2 belongs to X n−1 . Since there are three ways to choose at most one of the edges n − 1⇆n − 2, there are 3f n−1 graphs G satisfying (1). Now suppose (2) holds. Let H be the subgraph of G induced by the vertices 1, . . . , n−2. Note that G is completely determined by H. There are two subcases: (2.1) H belongs to X n−1 , or (2.2) H does not belong to X n−1 . There are obviously f n−1 graphs G satisfying (2.1). Now suppose (2.2) holds. Now, each vertex 1, . . . , n − 3 belongs to a red circuit of G. Since such a circuit does not need to include the edges n − 2⇆n − 1, we see that, in fact, each vertex 1, . . . , n − 3 belongs to a red circuit of H. Since we assumed that H ∈ X n−1 , it follows that H does not contain the loop n − 2→n − 2 and contains at most one of the edges n − 3⇆n − 2. It also follows that the subgraph of H induced by the vertices 1, . . . , n − 3 belongs to X n−2 . So there are 3f n−2 graphs G satisfying (2.2). Thus, there are f n−1 + 3f n−2 graphs G satisfying (2) . The same argument shows that there are the same number of graphs G satifying (3). Putting this together, f n = 3f n−1 + 2(f n−1 + 3f n−2 ) = 5f n−1 + 6f n−2 . This completes the proof.
Remark 9.10. Solving the above recurrence gives
This is sequence A108983 on [1] . The first few values of the sequence f n are given in Table 11 . n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 f n 1 7 41 247 1481 8887 53321 319927 1919561  Table 11 . The sequence f n , which gives the number of generating sets for J n \ {1} consisting of idempotents belonging to J n−2 (J n ).
Remark 9.11. Theorem 9.9 shows that condition (i) from Remark 6.8 is necessary and sufficient in the case of J n \ {1}. While condition (ii) from Remark 6.8 is, as ever, necessary, it is not sufficient in general. For example, consider the set of idempotents Figure 22 . As in Example 7.16, there is no RBR-alternating circuit at vertex 2, so J n \ {1} = F . 9.4. The monoid of planar partitions. Recall that the monoid of planar partitions is denoted PP n . It is well known that PP n is isomorphic to the Jones monoid J 2n ; see for example [62] . This isomorphism is easiest to describe diagrammatically, and we do so in Figure 23 . Because of this isomorphism, we will not state the results concerning the ideals I r (PP n ) = {α ∈ PP n : rank(α) ≤ r} and minimal idempotent generating sets, as these can be deduced easily from the results for J n in the preceding sections. 
Ranks of ideals and dimensions of cell modules and irreducible representations
As mentioned in the introduction, further motivation for the rank and idempotent rank formulas obtained above comes from the connection between these numbers and the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the corresponding algebras (realised as twisted semigroup algebras): namely, the partition, Brauer and Temperley-Lieb algebras. Specifically, the rank and idempotent rank formulas we obtained above can be used to recover formulas for dimensions of cell modules which, in the semisimple case, correspond to dimensions of irreducible representations. This fact was brought to the attention of the authors by Arun Ram (at the Workshop on Diagram Algebras, Stuttgart, 2014) who pointed out that the set of ranks (and idempotent ranks) of the two-sided ideals of the Jones monoid give precisely the dimensions of the irreducible representations of the TemperleyLieb algebras. Analogous statements hold for the partition and Brauer algebras, and the purpose of this section is to explain this connection.
In each case the main idea is the same: the ranks of ideals of the semigroup are given by numbers of R-classes in J -classes of the semigroup. By [109] , it follows that these numbers in turn arise in the construction of the cell modules of the corresponding twisted semigroup algebras when they are realised as cellular algebras. In the case that the algebras are semisimple, the cell modules give a complete set of irreducible representations of the algebra. The questions of determining the dimensions of these representations can then easily be reduced to the question of determining the ranks of the ideals of the semigroups, which are given by the formulas in Theorems 7.5, 8.4 and 9.5 above (depending on the semigroup-algebra pair under consideration).
We shall now explain this in more detail for the partition monoid and partition algebra. The arguments for the other pairs (the Brauer semigroup and Brauer algebra, and the Jones monoid and Temperley-Lieb algebra) are analogous, and for these we shall just state the corresponding results and give relevant references.
Dimensions of irreducible representations of partition algebras. In this subsection we follow [109, Section 7] to define the partition algebra and explain its cellular structure. Let R be a commutative ring with identity, let δ ∈ R be fixed, and let ψ be the mapping
called a twisting from P n to R, where m(α, β) denotes the number of connected components removed from the middle row when constructing the composition αβ in P n . The resulting twisted semigroup algebra R ψ [P n ] is called the partition algebra; see [72, 82, 83] .
Recall from Section 7 above that there is a natural anti-involution * on P n that reflects graphs representing elements in the horizontal axis. By linearity, this extends to an Rlinear anti-involution (also denoted * ) on the partition algebra R ψ [P n ]. Also recall from Section 7 that rank(α) is the number of transversal blocks of α ∈ P n , that the J-classes of P n are the sets J r (P n ) = {α ∈ P n : rank(α) = r} where 0 ≤ r ≤ n, that they form a chain:
and that the ideals of P n are precisely the sets
For each J-class J = J r (P n ), we may choose and fix a maximal subgroup G J of J that is fixed setwise by * (it suffices to choose a maximal subgroup containing a projection) and in this way the * operation restricted to G J ∼ = S r corresponds to inversion in S r .
Since the group algebra R[S r ] is cellular with the anti-involution induced by inversion (see for example [89] ), it follows that R[G J ] is cellular with respect to * , and thus (by [109, Corollary 7] ) the partition algebra R ψ [P n ] is cellular with anti-involution * . Viewing the partition algebra R ψ [P n ] in this way, as a cellular algebra, gives information about its representation theory, by appealing to the general theory of cellular algebras in the following way. Let A be a cellular algebra with cell datum (Λ, M, C, * ) (see [47] ). Here Λ is a partially ordered set, the algebra A has an R-basis
where each r a (s ′ , s) ∈ R is independent of t, and where A(< λ) is the R-submodule of A generated by {C µ u,v : µ < λ, u, v ∈ M (µ)}. It follows that for all λ ∈ Λ and all
for some φ(t 1 , s 2 ) ∈ R that depends only on t 1 and s 2 .
For each λ ∈ Λ, let W (λ) denote the left A-module with R-basis {C s : s ∈ M (λ)} and A-action given by
for each a ∈ A. The W (λ) are called cell modules. For λ ∈ Λ define the bilinear form
for s, t ∈ M (λ). The radical of λ ∈ Λ is then the A-submodule
Let us now quote two important results from [47] . . Let R be a field and let (Λ, M, C, * ) be a cell datum for the R-algebra A. For λ ∈ Λ let L λ = W (λ)/rad(λ). Then {L λ : λ ∈ Λ, φ λ = 0} is a complete set of (representatives of equivalence classes of ) absolutely irreducible Amodules. [47, Theorem 3.8] ). Let A be an R-algebra (R a field) with cell datum (Λ, M, C, * ). Then the following are equivalent.
Theorem 10.2 (Graham and Lehrer
(i) The algebra A is semisimple.
(ii) The nonzero cell representations W (λ) are irreducible and pairwise inequivalent.
(iii) The form φ λ is nondegenerate (i.e. rad(λ) = 0) for each λ ∈ Λ.
It follows from these results that the irreducible left A-modules are paramaterised by by the set Λ 0 = {λ ∈ Λ : φ λ = 0}, and the dimensions of the irreducible left A-modules are given by dim R (L λ ) = |M (λ)| − dim R (rad(λ)).
In particular, in the case of semisimple cellular algebras, these dimensions are given simply by |M (λ)| with λ ∈ Λ.
Returning our attention to the partition algebra R ψ [P n ], applying [109, Theorem 5 and Corollary 7], Wilcox shows that the partition algebra R ψ [P n ] is cellular with cell datum (Λ, M, C, * ) where Λ = {(J, λ) : J ∈ J and λ ∈ Λ J }, with a partial order defined on it (which we shall not need here), the symbol J denotes the set of J-classes of the semigroup P n , and Λ J comes from the cell datum (Λ J , M J , C J , * ) for the (non-twisted) group algebra R[G J ] where G J is the a maximal subgroup of D fixed set-wise by * defined above. Moreover, for (J, λ) ∈ Λ we have
where L J is the set of L -classes of the J-class J, and so in particular
Finally, let us now consider the case that R is the field C of complex numbers and consider the complex partition algebra C ψ [P n ]. For fixed n, semisimplicity of the algebra C ψ [P n ] depends on ψ. This is explored in more detail in [62] . Specifically it is observed that, with δ in the definition of ψ, for all but a finite number of δ ∈ C, the algebra C ψ [P n ] is semisimple. In the cases that C ψ [P n ] is semisimple, a method for computing dimensions of irreducible C ψ [P n ]-modules in terms of counting paths in a certain graphÂ, whose vertices are labelled by partitions, is given in [62, Theorem 2.24] . Here our aim is to state a result analogous to [62, Theorem 2.24(b)] but where we express the dimensions of the irreducible C ψ [P n ]-modules in terms of the rank formula we obtained in Theorem 7.5.
In order to do this we need to recall some basic notions about partitions and the representation theory of the symmetric group. Any partition λ can be identified with a sequence λ = (λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ k ). Partitions are represented using Young diagrams; for example, the diagram corresponding to λ = (543311) is ) denotes the partition obtained by reflecting (the Young diagram corresponding to) λ in the leading diagonal. In other words, h(b) is the number of boxes to the right of b plus the number below b, plus one (to include the box b itself in the count). Write λ ⊢ r and |λ| = r if λ is a partition with r boxes (so λ 1 + λ 2 + · · · + λ k = r).
Let 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1 and consider the J-class J = J r (P n ) of the partition monoid P n . The maximal subgroups of this J-class are isomorphic to the symmetric group S r . As noted above, the algebra C[S r ] is known to be cellular with cell datum (Λ J , M J , C J , * ) where Λ J is the setŜ r = {λ : λ ⊢ r} of all partitions with r boxes, carrying a natural partial order (which will not be needed here). For a partition λ, let Std(λ) denote the set of standard λ-tableaux (that is, all ways of filling the boxes of λ with the symbols 1 up to r so that both rows and columns are strictly increasing). Then for λ ∈ Λ J , we have M J (λ) = Std(λ).
So the irreducible C[S r ]-modules, denoted S λ r , are indexed by the elements of Λ J = S r = {λ : λ ⊢ r}. For a given λ ∈ Λ J we have M J (λ) = Std(λ) and the dimension of the corresponding irreducible module S λ r is given by dim(S λ r ) = |M J (λ)| = |Std(λ)|. This number is well known to be given by .
We note that in the cases |µ| = n, the right hand side of the formula in the above proposition still holds, but the expression with the term rank(I |µ| (P n )) is no longer correct (since the partition monoid P n = I n (P n ) itself does not have rank 1).
It is interesting to compare this statement with [62, Theorem 2.24(b)], where the dimensions are expressed in a different way. Specifically, they show that dim(A µ n ) = (number of paths from ∅ ∈Â 0 to µ ∈Â n in the graphÂ). The graphÂ is built up in levels with:
• vertices on level n:Â n = {partitions µ : 0 ≤ |µ| ≤ n}, • vertices on level n + =Â n (the same row repeated),
• an edge λ → µ, λ ∈Â n , µ ∈Â n+ 1 2 , if λ = µ or if µ is obtained from λ by removing a box, • an edge µ → λ, µ ∈Â n+ 1 2 , λ ∈Â n+1 , if λ = µ or if λ is obtained from µ be adding a box.
The first few levels ofÂ are illustrated on p884 of [62] ; this diagram is reproduced in Figure 24 for convenience.
Consider the following example. Let n = 3 and µ = and thus r = |µ| = 2. Suppose that δ ∈ C is such that the partition algebra C ψ [P n ] is semisimple. Consider the irreducible C ψ [P n ]-module A µ n corresponding to the partition µ = . Looking at Figure 24 , it is easy to verify that the number of paths from ∅ ∈Â 0 to µ = ∈Â 3 is 6, and thus dim(A Figure 24 . The first few levels of the graphÂ (taken from p884 of [62] ); see text for further explanation.
Dimensions of irreducible representations of Brauer algebras. Recall from Section 8 above that the Brauer monoid B n is the subsemigroup of P n consisting of all partitions whose blocks have cardinality 2, that for r = n − 2k with k ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ r ≤ n, we write J r (B n ) = {α ∈ B n : rank(α) = r} = J r (P n ) ∩ B n , that these are precisely the J-classes of B n , and that they form a chain:
where m denotes 0 if n is even, or 1 otherwise. As in the partition monoid, the maximal subgroups of the J-class J r (B n ) are isomorphic to the symmetric group S r . The ideals of B n are precisely the sets I r (B n ) = J m (B n ) ∪ J m+2 (B n ) ∪ · · · ∪ J r (B n ) = {α ∈ B n : rank(α) ≤ r}.
The twisted semigroup algebra R ψ [B n ] is called the Brauer algebra. (For simplicity, we write ψ for the restriction of the twisting ψ to B n .) This algebra has been studied extensively in the literature; see for example [7, 64, 107] . Semisimplicity of Brauer algebras is considered in [102, 103, 107] . Cellularity of the Brauer algebra R ψ [B n ] may be proved, as for the partition algebra, by appealing to cellularity of symmetric group algebras; see [109, Section 8] . Following the same argument used for the partition algebra above, and applying Theorem 8.4, we obtain the following. We have not been able to find this formula as stated in the above proposition anywhere in the literature. However, a similar (and equivalent) formula may be found in [97, Equation 3.4] . Also, in a similar way as for the partition algebra above, there is an alternative approach to computing these dimensions using Bratteli diagrams; see [107, Theorem 3.2].
Dimensions of irreducible representations of Temperly-Lieb algebras. Recall from Section 9 that the Jones monoid J n is the subsemigroup of B n consisting of all partitions whose blocks have cardinality 2 and may be drawn in a planar fashion, that for 0 ≤ r = n − 2k ≤ n, J r (J n ) = {α ∈ J n : rank(α) = r} and I r (J n ) = {α ∈ J n : rank(α) ≤ r} are precisely the J-classes and ideals of J n , and that the J-classes form a chain. In contrast to the partition and Brauer monoids, the maximal subgroups of the Jones monoid are all trivial.
The twisted semigroup algebra R ψ [J n ] is called the Temperley-Lieb algebra; see [46, 72, 104] . In [108, Section 5] a simple criterion for semisimplicity of Temperley-Lieb algebras is given. Cellularity of the Temperly-Lieb algebras may be proved as for the partition and Brauer algebras above, but this time appealing to the fact that the maximal subgroups are trivial, and thus the corresponding group algebras are trivially cellular; see [109, Section 8] .
Following the same approach as used for the partition and Brauer algebras above, and applying Theorem 9.5, we obtain the following. 
